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- Verity
- Y2 NUSC + Infosec
- Current President of NUS Greyhats
NUS Greyhats

- Regular CCA Sessions
- Security Wednesdays (SecWeds)
  - Series of cybersecurity related Talks/Workshops
- CTFs with Greyhats
  - Participate in CTF competitions
- Grey Cat-the-Flag
  - Annual CTF Organised by Greyhats
- HackBash
  - Introductory Cybersecurity Workshop and CTF
CCA
Personal Experience
Personal Experience
Upcoming Activities

- GreyCTF'24 Summit
  - Cybersecurity related booths and talks
- Welcome CTF'24
  - Introductory CTF for all NUS Students to participate in
- Recruitment
Find out more about us

@nus.greyhats
Thanks!
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